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call it, "Pin code". So, one by one, we decide who will go to apartment S-
K on the stairs and start looking for pigeons in apartment S-4. Still, they
are out there somewhere, and there are enough of them, because K-3 is
the first to find the cells in his hands. When K-4 returns from apartment

S-5 and enters the apartment, the entire family prepares for the
unexpected. K-4 is about to open the cage to let the birds out, but the
doors to his room swing open and an earthquake occurs. He leaves the

bedroom, where his gun is hidden, which can be heard even in the
corridor, and heads to his room. Meanwhile, the family walks around the
house in complete silence. And then, when he enters his bedroom, K-2

stops and puts the gun back. Ka-2 looks at K-1 in surprise, as if he
couldn't believe his eyes. And K-9, who is armed, peeks K-7 into the

room through the doorway. The walking mouse rises at their
commotion;K-9 in front, Ka-1 behind. The fox rises to the noise, K9
behind her. Mouse and cat are waiting at the door. The cat and mouse
are waiting outside the door. The door slides open and the mouse dives
out. The door opens and the mouse jumps out. But the cat doesn't catch
him; the mouse runs out and sees it. But the cat does not catch him; the

cat runs away, he sees what is there. One by one they enter their
apartment. Enter K-5 and the family goes on their way. K-6 enters and

the family continues on their way. Finally, K5 comes to the door himself
and opens the door for the family. Finally, K6 opens the door himself

and lets the family in. A shiver is felt at the floor, and the earth clicks in
the back of the chair. Passes cha
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